
 

 

LLOPART offers the first experience of Glamping in Spain 

Llopart winery has included a new activity in their wine experiences portfolio that makes them 

the first winery in Spain to offer glamping in the vineyards. 

Glamping, also known as glamorous camping, is a form of camping involving accommodation 

and facilities more luxurious than those associated with traditional camping. At Llopart, the 

experience takes place amongst vineyards in spacious haima tents that accommodate from 2 

to 4 people each one, equipped with the amenities you expect to find in a boutique hotel. 

Along with Zenith Experience, experts in the design of itinerant comfort camping or Corporate 

Campsites®, have launched this unique experience: the possibility of spending a glamping night 

surrounded by vineyards and under the starts in the middle of the Llopart family estate in a 

100% local, eco-friendly, responsible, glamorous adventure. 

After a visit through the winery and a guided tasting of Llopart still and sparkling wines, the 

visitors will arrive in a special natural setting at the estate, a Natural Landscape of Interest in 

Catalonia.  The sun will set and then starts will begin to shine while they enjoy local delicacies 

specially chosen for the moment and, after a good night sleep, the morning sun will discover 

the majestic view of the wine valley and the Montserrat mountain range on the horizon. 

To end the experience with the best taste in your mouth, a breakfast will be served amongst 

vineyards too. 

This experience is addressed to MICE sector for their corporate groups and is offered from 

April to October. It costs 283€ per person and can also be complemented with an astronomical 

observation activity or a personal growth one. 

Glamping is an environmental-friendly activity, absolutely respectful with nature and is 

perfectly aligned with Llopart’s philosophy to achieve a sustainable and responsible tourism.  

In this sense, Llopart has been recently recognized with the Biosphere Responsible Tourism 

certification. 
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